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Abstract—Accurate and reliable wind power forecasting is essential to power system operation. Given significant uncertainties involved in wind generation, probabilistic interval forecasting provides a unique solution to estimate and quantify the potential impacts and risks facing system operation with wind penetration beforehand. This paper proposes a novel hybrid intelligent algorithm approach to directly formulate optimal prediction intervals of wind power generation based on extreme learning machine and particle swarm optimization. Prediction intervals with associated confidence levels are generated through direct optimization of both the coverage probability and sharpness to ensure the quality. The proposed method does not involve the statistical inference or distribution assumption of forecasting errors needed in most existing methods. Case studies using real wind farm data from Australia have been conducted. Comparing with benchmarks applied, experimental results demonstrate the high efficiency and reliability of the developed approach. It is therefore convinced that the proposed method provides a new generalized framework for probabilistic wind power forecasting with high reliability and flexibility and has a high potential of practical applications in power systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wind energy is the most important and efficient renewable energy and is widely utilized for power generation in modern power systems in the past decades. In particular, wind power can supply up to 20% of annual electricity consumption in Denmark. However, wind power also introduces much more uncertainties than conventional generation due to the chaotic nature of the weather system. Accurate and reliable wind power forecasting becomes highly meaningful to optimize the operation cost and improve the reliability for power systems with increased wind penetration [1].

In the past, most researches focused on point forecasting approaches for wind power [2]. Due to the nonstationarity of wind power series, traditional point forecasting can hardly be accurate, and the forecasting errors are unavoidable and significant to some extent. For traditional applications, wind power forecasting errors are statistically analyzed in [3]. With the integration of high penetration of wind generation in deregulated power systems, the development of probabilistic forecasting tools is needed for making decisions in the operational domain to accounting for wind generation uncertainties. Recently, different approaches have been proposed for probabilistic wind power forecasts to obtain prediction intervals (PIs). Meteorological ensembles are used to obtain predictive distribution and estimate the uncertainty of forecasts [4], [5]. The uncertainty of wind power forecasting is investigated based on the nonlinear power curve and statistical analysis of wind speed prediction errors [6]. Quantile regression is used to estimate different forecasting quantiles [7], [8]. Based on the point prediction results of AWPPS, WPPT and Sipreólico, PIs are constructed through a combined nonparametric probability forecasts and adaptive resampling approach [9]. In [10], radial basis function has been implemented to derive quantile forecasts of wind power based on point prediction results, weather conditions, etc. The conditional kernel density (CKD) estimation approach is proposed to estimate of the probability distribution of wind power generation [11]. In general, PIs with associated confidence levels successfully quantify the uncertainties of wind power forecasts, which essentially benefit all participants in power systems to prepare for possible scenarios in advance and significantly reduce risks facing power system operation and control, such as wind farm control, reserve setting, energy storage sizing, unit commitment, wind power trading, and so forth [12]–[17].

In this paper, a hybrid intelligent algorithm (HIA) based interval forecasting approach is newly developed to produce prediction intervals of wind power generation based on the extreme learning machine (ELM) [18] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [19]. The proposed HIA method aims to obtain optimal PIs without the prior knowledge, statistical inference or distribution assumption of forecasting errors required in most traditional approaches. ELM applied in the proposed approach is a novel learning algorithm proposed for training single-hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs) featuring extremely fast learning speed and superior generalization capability. ELM successfully avoids the limitations of traditional neural networks (NNs) learning algorithms, such as local
minima, overtraining, high computation costs and so forth. Due to its excellent performance, ELM has been used in many different applications including both regression and classification tasks [20]–[22].

Classical NNs based PIs construction methods always assume that prediction errors are normally distributed [23]–[26]. These methods are not applicable to the case of ELM, since the extreme learning process is very different from that for conventional NNs. Lower upper bound estimation (LUBE) method is proposed for PI construction based on traditional NN [27], applied in load forecasting [28] and wind power forecasting [29]. However, traditional NNs employed in the LUBE method would cause several inevitable limitations, such as overtraining, high computation burden, and so forth. Furthermore, the coverage width-based criterion (CWC) cannot accurately measure the overall skill of constructed PIs. Traditional PIs construction methods for wind power rely on quantile analysis of point forecast errors with or without prior distribution assumptions [4]–[11], where the procedures of PIs formulation and final performance assessment are usually separated. E.g. in [9], PIs can be achieved through a conditional probabilistic modeling between point forecast outputs and associated errors. In contrast, the proposed HIA approach integrates the two procedures holistically to formulate the PIs directly to pursue the best quality of resultant PIs, without the need of prior knowledge and distribution assumption of point forecasts errors. As investigated in [30] as early as 1970s, with a properly constructed cost function, PI estimation could be considered as a Bayesian decision-making procedure to acquire an optimal PI that minimizes the expected cost. The objective function of HIA is specially formulated to address both the coverage probability and sharpness of PIs simultaneously, and is optimized through PSO featuring fast convergence and gradient-free optimization. Furthermore, the proposed method is able to generate multiple optimal PIs of different confidence levels in one single optimization process.

Generally, different decision-makers in power systems have different look-ahead time preferences ranging from minutes to days for wind power forecasts according to their own operational requirements. Very short-term wind power prediction is needed to wind farm control [12], [13], the temporal operation of wind storage systems associated with temporal market regulations such as Australian National Electricity Market with 5-min resolution [31], and the transmission system operator (TSO) which aims to optimally dispatch reserves for the continuous balance of the power system [32], [33]. Hourly ahead forecast is crucial for power system and electricity market balance, e.g., Nord pool market [34]. Longer term forecasts up to days ahead are very meaningful for unit commitment [16], day-ahead market trading [17], etc. The proposed HIA method has been tested using the practical data of two wind farms in Australia. Without loss of generality, in the case study we focus on the hourly forecast on an hourly basis though with extendibility. Comparing with benchmarks, the effectiveness of the proposed method has been proved through comprehensive evaluations with respect to both the reliability and overall skill of the forecasting results. By accurate quantification of the uncertainties of wind generation forecasts, the proposed interval forecasting approach has a high potential to support various operation and planning activities in power systems, such as to provide reliable information for dispatching, e.g., the hourly Nord pool market. Particularly, the interval forecasting results can also be used to develop new operation and planning tools for TSO to probabilistically determine the needed reserves in advance [14], [15], and to facilitate Gencos’ risk management through strategic bidding [17].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the ELM and PIs formulation. Section III describes PIs evaluation indices including reliability and sharpness. Objective function modeling and the detailed procedures of the proposed HIA approach are expressed in Section IV. Comprehensive numerical studies are implemented and analyzed in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.

II. PREDICTION INTERVAL FORMULATION

A. Extreme Learning Machine

ELM is a recently developed novel algorithm for training a single hidden-layer feedforward neural network [18]. Different from traditional gradient-based training algorithms in supervised batch learning, ELM randomly chooses the input weights and hidden biases and needs not be tuned in the training process, dramatically saving learning time. Given datasets with \( N \) arbitrary distinct samples \( \{(x_i,t_i)\}_{i=1}^{N} \) where the inputs \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and the targets \( t_i \in \mathbb{R}^m \), if the ELM with \( K \) hidden neurons and activation function \( \psi(\cdot) \) can approximate the \( m \)th output neurons, it can be expressed by the following equation:

\[
f_K(x_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \beta_i \psi(a_i \cdot x_j + b_i) = t_j, \quad j = 1, \ldots, N \tag{1}
\]

where \( a_i = [a_{i1}, a_{i2}, \ldots, a_{im}]^T \) represents the weight vector connecting the \( i \)th hidden neuron and the input neurons, \( \beta_i = [\beta_{i1}, \beta_{i2}, \ldots, \beta_{im}]^T \) denotes the weight vector connecting the \( i \)th hidden neuron and the output neurons, \( b_i \) denotes the threshold of the \( i \)th hidden neuron, and \( \psi(a_i \cdot x_j + b_i) \) is the output of the \( i \)th hidden neuron with respect to the input \( x_j \). Equation (1) can be simplified as

\[
H \beta = T \tag{2}
\]

where \( H \) is the hidden layer output matrix of the modeled ELM, expressed as

\[
H = \begin{bmatrix}
\psi(a_1 \cdot x_1 + b_1) & \cdots & \psi(a_K \cdot x_1 + b_K) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\psi(a_1 \cdot x_N + b_1) & \cdots & \psi(a_K \cdot x_N + b_K)
\end{bmatrix}_{N \times K} \tag{3}
\]

The \( i \)th column of \( H \) denotes the output vector of the \( i \)th hidden neuron with respect to the inputs \( x_i = [x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{in}]^T \). In addition, \( \beta \) is the matrix of output weights and \( T \) is the matrix of targets, respectively represented as

\[
\beta = \begin{bmatrix}
\beta_{1T} \\
\vdots \\
\beta_{KT}
\end{bmatrix}_{K \times m} \quad \text{and} \quad T = \begin{bmatrix}
t_1^T \\
\vdots \\
t_N^T
\end{bmatrix}_{N \times m} \tag{4}
\]
After the weights \( \mathbf{a}_i \) and the hidden layer biases \( b_i \) are randomly assigned, the hidden layer output matrix \( \mathbf{H} \) can be uniquely determined, and consequently the estimated parameters \( \mathbf{a}_i^*, b_i^* \) and \( \beta^* \) can be obtained such that

\[
\| \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{a}_1^*, \ldots, \mathbf{a}_k^*, b_1^*, \ldots, b_k^*)\beta^* - \mathbf{T} \| = \min_{\beta} \| \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{a}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{a}_k, b_1, \ldots, b_k)\beta - \mathbf{T} \| \tag{5}
\]

which is equivalent to minimizing the cost function of the traditional gradient-based back-propagation learning algorithm

\[
C = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{K} \beta_i \psi(\mathbf{a}_i \cdot \mathbf{x}_j + b_i) - t_j \right)^2 \tag{6}
\]

With unchanged input weights and the hidden layer biases of ELM, training an SLFN is simply equivalent to finding a unique smallest norm least-squares solution of the linear system in (2), expressed as

\[
\beta^* = \mathbf{H}^\dagger \mathbf{T} \tag{7}
\]

where \( \mathbf{H}^\dagger \) is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the hidden layer output matrix \( \mathbf{H} \), which can be derived through singular value decomposition (SVD) method.

For any infinitely differentiable activation function, when the number of hidden neurons equals to the number of training samples, i.e., \( K = N \), ELM can exactly learn with zero error. The ELM overcomes many limitations of traditional gradient based NNs training algorithms, such as the local minima, overtraining, high computational burdens, etc. The traditional gradient based NNs leaning algorithms always involve a number of iterations that affect the training speed. The ELM training features extremely fast speed because of the simple matrix computation, and can always guarantee the optimal performance [18].

**B. Formulation of PIs**

PIs quantify the uncertainty associated with forecasts. Given a set of process pairs

\[
D_t = \{(\mathbf{x}_i, t_i)\}_{i=1}^{N} \tag{8}
\]

where \( t_i \) is the future target to forecast, and \( \mathbf{x}_i \) denotes relevant input variables that can include historical wind power and wind speeds, numerical weather predictions and so on for wind power forecasting in the study. PI with nominal confidence of the future target, represented as \( \mathbf{PINC} \), can be expressed as the following equation:

\[
\mathbb{I}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) = [\hat{\mathbb{L}}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i), \hat{\mathbb{U}}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i)] \tag{9}
\]

where \( \hat{\mathbb{L}}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \) and \( \hat{\mathbb{U}}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \) denote the lower and upper bounds of PI \( \mathbb{P}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \), respectively, such that the future target \( t_i \) is expected to be enclosed by \( \mathbb{I}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \) with coverage probability

\[
P( t_i \in \mathbb{I}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) ) = 100(1-\alpha)\% \tag{10}
\]

The proposed method aims to directly generate the lower and upper bounds of the expected PIs by ELM. It should be pointed out that the proposed method actually provides an unique framework capable of generating multiple pairs of PI bounds with different nominal coverage probabilities \( \alpha = [\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_N] \) simultaneously through a single optimization approach. The overall structure of the proposed ELM model is shown in Fig. 1, where the ELM takes the inputs and outputs the corresponding PI bounds of different confidence levels.

**III. PIs Evaluation Criteria**

In this section, comprehensive PIs evaluation indices are introduced from the perspectives of reliability and sharpness in detail.

**A. Reliability**

Reliability is regarded as a major property for validating probabilistic forecasting models, due to that low reliability could cause systematic bias involved in following decision-making problems. According to the PIs definition, the future targets \( t_i \) are expected to be covered by the constructed PIs with the nominal probability \( 100(1-\alpha)\% \), termed as PI nominal confidence (PINC). PI coverage probability (PICP), represented by \( \hat{\mathbb{P}}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \), is a key measure for the reliability of the constructed PIs [9], [10], defined by

\[
\hat{\mathbb{P}}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} \kappa_i^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \tag{11}
\]

where \( N_t \) is the size of test dataset, and \( \kappa_i^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \) is the indicator of PICP, expressed as

\[
\kappa_i^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) = \begin{cases} 1 & t_i \in \mathbb{I}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \\ 0 & t_i \notin \mathbb{I}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \end{cases} \tag{12}
\]

The PICP of derived PIs should asymptotically approach the PINC as closely as possible. Therefore, average coverage error (ACE), represented by \( A_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) \), can be used to assess the PIs quality [9], [10], defined by

\[
A_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) = \hat{\mathbb{P}}_t^{\alpha}(\mathbf{x}_i) - \mathbb{PINC} \tag{13}
\]

The value of ACE should diminish towards zero as closely as possible, i.e., the smaller the absolute ACE is, the higher reliability the obtained PIs possess.

---

**Fig. 1. ELM model for PIs generation by the proposed HIA approach.**

---
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B. Sharpness

Under the condition of high reliability, sharper PIs have higher quality and would be preferred by decision makers. The sharpness is an indispensable aspect of PIs quality and should be considered in the evaluation process [35]. It can be understood that high reliability can be easily achieved by simply increasing or decreasing the distance between the bounds of PI, which can result in the degradations of sharpness. Obviously, the resultant PIs can be far from satisfactory and would be useless in practice since they cannot provide accurate quantifications of uncertainties involved in the real-world processes.

The width of PI $\hat{I}^{(c)}(x_i)$ defined in (9), represented by $\hat{y}_t^{(c)}(x_i)$, can be calculated through

$$\hat{y}_t^{(c)}(x_i) = \hat{U}_t^{(c)}(x_i) - \hat{L}_t^{(c)}(x_i). \quad (14)$$

In the study, we focus on obtaining PIs with two quantiles at particular confidences. Therefore, the interval score can be used to assess the overall skill of wind power PIs to involve the sharpness aspect [30]. The interval score of the specific PI $\hat{I}^{(c)}(x_i)$, represented by $S_t^{(c)}(x_i)$, is defined through

$$S_t^{(c)}(x_i) = \begin{cases} 
-2\alpha \hat{y}_t^{(c)}(x_i) - 4|\hat{L}_t^{(c)}(x_i) - t_i|, & \text{if } t_i < \hat{L}_t^{(c)}(x_i) \\
-2\alpha \hat{y}_t^{(c)}(x_i), & \text{if } t_i \in \hat{I}_t^{(c)}(x_i) \\
-2\alpha \hat{y}_t^{(c)}(x_i) - 4|t_i - \hat{U}_t^{(c)}(x_i)|, & \text{if } t_i > \hat{U}_t^{(c)}(x_i).
\end{cases} \quad (15)$$

The score is calculated for each prediction point and then the overall score value $S_{\alpha}^{(c)}$ can be derived as the average over the entire test dataset

$$S_{\alpha}^{(c)}(x_i) = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{t=1}^{N_t} S_t^{(c)}(x_i). \quad (16)$$

Obviously, the score rewards the narrow PI and penalizes it if the target is not enclosed. Including all aspects of PIs evaluation, the interval score can be used to compare the overall skill of interval forecasts. However, the score cannot quantitatively distinguish the contributions of reliability and sharpness to the overall skill. Though, based on a prior analysis of reliability, a skill score can still be employed to carry out an assessment from the sharpness perspective. Given PIs with the same PINC and similar reliability, the smaller the absolute score $|S_t^{(c)}|$ indicates the higher sharpness and consequently the higher quality.

With the described PIs assessment criteria above, we can see that both the reliability and sharpness should be taken into consideration to comprehensively assess the quality of constructed PIs. Meanwhile, it should be noted that reliability is the primary feature reflecting the correctness of the constructed PIs. Generally, in the evaluation process, the reliability of PIs should be prioritized.

IV. OPTIMAL CONSTRUCTION OF PIS

A. Objective Function

The proposed HIA method adopts an ELM to predict the PIs and pursues the optimal quality of produced PIs without statistical inferences and distribution assumptions for forecasting errors. Because of the unique properties of ELM described in Section II-A, training the ELM based forecasters is equivalent to analytically determining the output weights alone. Comprehensive PIs evaluation criteria are well established and described in Section III. To ensure the quality of produced PIs, ELM output weights are optimized to account for both reliability and sharpness of the generated PIs simultaneously, which can be considered as a multi-objective optimization problem (MOOP) [36].

A multi-objective function for training the proposed model is developed based on well-established PIs evaluation criteria introduced in the previous section to produce optimal PIs. It should be highlighted that though the interval score accounts for reliability and sharpness, it cannot quantitatively distinguish the contributions of the two aspects. However, the interval score can provide an evaluation from the perspective of sharpness given a prior analysis of reliability. Under the same nominal confidence and similar reliability, PIs with the smaller the absolute score $S_t^{(c)}$ have the higher sharpness and the higher quality. The interval score is not a dedicated index for reliability assessment anyhow. As the primary requirement of probabilistic forecasting, the reliability of PIs should be given a prior analysis in the assessment process. Therefore to specifically quantify and emphasize the reliability aspect, ELM output weights $\beta$ are optimized with respect to the objective $F$ combining ACE $A_{\alpha}^{(c)}$ and overall score $S_t^{(c)}$ to optimize both reliability and sharpness of PIs at particular confidence levels $100(1-\alpha)\%$, $i=1,2,\ldots,n$.

$$\min_{\beta} F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \gamma_i |A_{\alpha_i}^{(c)}| + \lambda_i |S_t^{(c)}|_{\text{norm}} \right] \quad (17)$$

$$\text{s.t. } \hat{L}_t^{(c)}(x) \geq \hat{L}_t^{(c)}(x_i) \text{ and } \hat{U}_t^{(c)}(x_i) \geq \hat{U}_t^{(c)}(x),$$

$$\text{if } \alpha_i \geq \alpha_t, \quad \hat{L}_t^{(c)}(x) \leq \hat{U}_t^{(c)}(x_i)$$

$$\text{if } \alpha_i \leq \alpha_t \quad (18)$$

$$\text{where } |.| \text{ is the absolute value function, } A_{\alpha_i}^{(c)} \text{ is ACE of PIs with corresponding PINC } 100(1-\alpha_i)\%; |S_t^{(c)}|_{\text{norm}} \text{ denotes the normalized absolute interval score } S_t^{(c)} \text{ which is normalized over the corresponding maximum score } |S_t^{(c)}|_{\text{max}} \text{ and minimum score } |S_t^{(c)}|_{\text{min}}, \text{ defined by }$$

$$|S_t^{(c)}|_{\text{norm}} = \frac{|S_t^{(c)}|}{\max |S_t^{(c)}| - \min |S_t^{(c)}|} \quad (20)$$

and $\gamma_i$ and $\lambda_i$ are importance weights of the reliability and overall skill (including sharpness), respectively. With the normalized objectives, the importance weights $\gamma_i$ and $\lambda_i$ are set as unit values in the study. The compatibility of the resultant PIs with different confidence levels can be assured through the constraints given in (18) and (19). The minimum value $|S_t^{(c)}|_{\text{min}}$ is set to 0, which means the perfect condition with exact forecasting results. The maximum value $|S_t^{(c)}|_{\text{max}}$ is set to $2\alpha$, which indicates the most conservative PIs with the maximum width.

B. Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization is a heuristic and population based optimization method and has proved to be an efficient, robust and gradient-free optimization algorithm [19]. PSO also
distinguishes itself from other heuristic optimization methods by its fast convergence speed. It can be seen that the objective function in (17) is non-differentiable with respect to the ELM output weights. Therefore PSO is applied for objective function minimization to obtain the optimized ELM.

Given that the search space of PSO is $S$-dimensional and the size of the particles population is $N_P$, the $i$th particle of the swarm can be represented by the $S$-dimensional vector $x_i = [x_{1i}, x_{2i}, \ldots, x_{Si}]^T$ and the best particle in the swarm, i.e., the particle generating the smallest objective function value, is expressed by $P^b_i$. The previous best position, i.e., the position with the smallest objective function value of the $i$th particle, is stored in a vector and expressed as $P^b_i = [P^b_{1i}, P^b_{2i}, \ldots, P^b_{Si}]^T$, and the position velocity of the $i$th particle is represented as $v_i = [v_{1i}, v_{2i}, \ldots, v_{Si}]^T$. In each iteration of PSO, the velocity of each particle is computed, and the particles are manipulated accordingly

\begin{align}
  v_i &= w v_i + c_1 R_1 (P^b_i - x_i) + c_2 R_2 (P_i^b - x_i) \\
  x_i &= x_i + \phi v_i
\end{align}

where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_P$; $w$ is the inertia weight; $\phi$ is a constriction factor controlling and keeping the velocity within the range $[-v_{\text{max}}, v_{\text{max}}]$; $c_1$ and $c_2$ are two positive constants; $R_1$ and $R_2$ are random numbers within $[0, 1]$. The velocity of the $i$th particle is a function with respect to three components: the particle’s previous velocity, the distance between the previous best position of the particle and its current position, and the distance between the swarm’s best success and the particle’s current location. The performance of each particle is evaluated through the objective function modeled.

C. Hybrid Intelligent Algorithm for PI Optimization

The proposed HIA method aims to achieve the PIs of the best quality through directly optimizing the ELM with respect to the objective function (17) using PSO. The core idea underneath is simply to directly approximate the PIs through a regression procedure using the PSO based optimization, where the objective function strictly measures the quality of resultant PIs including both reliability and sharpness. The major steps of the developed algorithm are described as follows:

Step 1) With the historical data of wind generation, wind speed and numerical weather prediction information and so forth, formulate the dataset $D_{2i} = \{\{x_i, \hat{t}_i\}\}_{i=1}^{N_i}$, based on which two training datasets $D^p_{2i} = \{\{x_i, \hat{t}_i^+\}\}_{i=1}^{N_i}$ and $D^c_{2i} = \{\{x_i, \hat{t}_i^-\}\}_{i=1}^{N_i}$, respectively, for the upper and lower bounds of the PI should be prepared for ELM initialization. The targets of bounds including $\hat{t}_i^+$ and $\hat{t}_i^-$ can be generated by slightly increasing or decreasing original $t_i$ by, e.g., $\pm \rho \%$, $0 < \rho < 100$, respectively. This manipulation is based on the knowledge that the actual wind power should be enclosed by the potential PIs.

Step 2) Given the randomly determined the input weights $a_i$ and biases $h_i$, establish an ELM to initialize the output weights $\beta_{i\text{int}}$ which is $S$-dimensional, using the modified training datasets obtained in Step 1).

Step 3) Initialize a population array of particles $\text{Pop}$ with random positions around the output weights $\beta_{i\text{int}}$ of the ELM obtained in the Step 2) and velocities $V$ in the $S$-dimensional search space.

Step 4) Set the iteration counter $L = 0$.

Step 5) WHILE maximum number of iterations or sufficiently good fitness has not been reached, do

a) For each particle in $\text{Pop}$, evaluate the objective function according to the PIs generated by ELM with the output weights over the original training data $D_{2i}$.

b) Compare the particle’s evaluation through value of objective function (17) satisfying the constraints (18) and (19) with its previous best position $P^b_i$. If current value is better than that of $P^b_i$, then set $P^b_i$ equal to the current location.

c) Identify the particle in the swarm better than the best experience and update the smallest value of objective function (17) and the best position $P^b_i$.

d) Change the velocities and move the positions of particles according to (21) and (22).

e) Keep the particles in the given search space in case that they exceed their valid boundaries, and when the decision variable is out of its lower or upper boundary, takes the value of its corresponding boundary.

f) Increment the iteration counter $L = L + 1$.

Step 6) END WHILE

Step 7) Based on the test data, evaluate the PIs generated by the ELM with optimized parameters $\beta$.

According to the detailed procedures of the proposed algorithm introduced above, the proposed HIA approach can construct an optimized ELM to directly generate the bounds of PIs with different confidences of the best quality, avoiding the efforts needed for statistical inference and distribution assumption of point forecasting errors for traditional approaches. The application of ELM provides an extremely fast initialization procedure and significantly reduces the complexity of optimizing decision variables. The proposed algorithm demonstrates high flexibility due to the high mapping capability of ELM. The proposed HIA approach is indeed performance-oriented, and the quality of constructed PIs can be ensured through optimization on the formulated objective function.

V. CASE STUDIES

A. Introduction of Experiment Data

The highly chaotic climate systems are responsible for the high level of uncertainties in wind power generation. To comprehensively validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, it is tested by two wind farms the Challicum Hills wind farm and the Starfish Hill wind farm in Australia. The weather conditions and wind speeds vary significantly in the two regions where the wind farms locate. Therefore forecasting models and case studies are separately constructed and conducted for the two wind farms, respectively.
The Challicum Hills wind farm locates near Ararat in western Victoria, Australia, with coordinate latitude $-37.38^\circ$ S and longitude $143.09^\circ$ E. The wind farm has a combined generating capacity $P_c = 52.5 \text{ MW}$ consisting of 35 wind turbines of 1.5 MW. Wind power generation data with one-hour resolution of this wind farm used in the study covers the period from September 2008 to August 2010.

The second wind farm Starfish Hill is near Cape Jervis on the Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia, with coordinate latitude $-35.57^\circ$ S and longitude $138.16^\circ$ E. It consists of 23 wind turbines of 1.5 WM each, with a total installed capacity of 34.5 MW. Wind power generation data with one-hour resolution of Starfish Hill wind farm used in the study covers the period from January 2009 to May 2010.

To ensure both forecasting performance and computation efficiency, in the case study the wind power series is used as the inputs alone to the proposed HIA approach to conduct hourly ahead forecasting, of which the results can be significant to generation and ancillary service dispatch and so on in practice, e.g., in the Nord Pool market in Scandinavia, the hourly market plays a key role in maintaining system balance [34].

### B. Experimental Results and Analysis

To evaluate the forecast performance of the proposed approach, five other PI forecasting methods including the climatology method, the constant forecast method, the persistence method, the exponential smoothing method (ESM), and the quantile regression (QR) approach are employed to compute PIs using the same training and testing data for benchmarking.

The climatology is the most commonly used benchmark for probabilistic forecasts of meteorological or weather-related processes. It is the unconditional predictive distribution computed from all historical observations available. The constant forecast takes the form of normal distribution, and the mean and variance are derived from the observed wind power data. Since the climatology and constant approaches are fairly easy to outperform for short look-ahead time forecasting, other three methods also are applied for comparisons. For point forecasting, the persistence forecast method is a widely used benchmark and is known to be difficult to outperform for short look-ahead time. The persistence based probabilistic forecast model is used as benchmark herein, of which the forecast error is assumed to be random and normally distributed. Its mean is given by the last available power measurement, and the variance is computed using the latest observations. In addition, a nice benchmark the exponential smoothing method is employed for comparisons as well, which applies a normal predictive density with its conditional mean based on exponential smoothing of past measured values and its conditional variance determined from exponential smoothing of previous squared residuals [33]. It is obvious that both the persistence and ESM approaches are based on the normal assumption of forecasting uncertainty. To better demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, quantile regression approach is employed as an advanced benchmark, which does not need the assumption of probability distribution for forecasting errors [7], [37].

The proposed model mainly aims to optimally compute reliable PIs with expected confidences. In practice, power system operation always requires accurate information with high confidence levels, e.g., state estimation always pursues higher confidence level like in [38] to ensure operation security. Therefore it is much more practically meaningful to produce high confidence level PIs to satisfy the requirements of power system operation. In our case study, PIs with different PINCs involving 90%, 95%, and 99% are constructed to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, i.e., $\alpha = [0.1, 0.05, 0.01]^T$ and $n = 3$ in the optimization objective function defined by (17). The parameter $\rho$ in Step 1 of the HIA algorithm is set to 30 in the case studies. The proposed method and applied benchmarks are tested for the two wind farms for detailed analysis and comparisons. For the Challicum Hills wind farm, the wind power generation data from March 2010 to August 2010 are used for testing the forecasting methods. For the Starfish Hill wind farm, the wind power generation data from January 2010 to May 2010 are used for testing the forecasting methods. The rest data of the two wind farms are used for training the applied methods separately.

The detailed testing results from the two wind farms, including the PIs evaluation indices PICP, ACE and overall score, are given in Tables I and II , respectively. It can be observed that the proposed method can provide fairly satisfactory performances for both wind farms from Tables I and II. At all confidence levels in the case studies, the PICPs of the proposed method are close to the corresponding nominal confidences. The absolute ACEs obtained from the proposed method at different nominal confidence levels for the two farms are smaller than 1%, indicating a significantly high reliability of the generated PIs. E.g., at the confidence level with PINC = 90%, the proposed method produces PICPs of 90.80% and 90.91% for the Challicum Hills wind farm and the Starfish Hill wind farm respectively, which outperform all other methods. As an advanced approach, quantile regression method provides comparable reliability as the proposed approach, better than the other four benchmarks. Nevertheless, the proposed method has the smallest absolute interval scores for all studied cases in the two wind farms, which indicates the best overall skill and the highest sharpness of the PIs generated by the proposed approach compared to other methods. E.g., at the nominal confidence level 90%, the proposed method produces PIs with absolute interval score 6.43% for the Starfish Hill wind farm, which outperforms the applied five benchmarks. Accounting for both reliability and overall skill, the proposed HIA approach produces the best PIs in terms of comprehensive performance against the other five benchmarks.

The climatology and constant approaches are unconditional forecasts and do not take into account the nonstationarity and heteroscedasticity of wind power series. Though PIs derived by the climatology and constant forecasts demonstrate fair reliability at the tested high confidence levels, they are generally too wide with low sharpness and therefore not meaningful for practical applications. ESM and persistence based interval forecasting approaches are difficult to outperform for short-term forecasts. According to the experiment results, the ESM and persistence forecasts cannot generate PIs to best fit the expected confidences especially for the PINCs larger than 95%. According to the experiment results, quantile regression
approach can derive relatively comparable PIs to the proposed approach, especially from the aspect of reliability. Generally, it performs better than the other four benchmarks from the perspectives of both reliability and sharpness. This should not be unreasonable since the quantile regression approach does not require any distribution assumption of forecasting errors, as a conditional forecasting approach.

PIs with PINC 90% obtained by the proposed method and the corresponding actual wind power are displayed in Figs. 2–5 where the actual measured wind farm outputs are perfectly covered by the constructed PIs in the tested two wind farms. Figs. 2–5 visually demonstrate the highly satisfactory performance of the proposed approach in different months for the two wind farms. It also can be easily found that the wind power series have different nonstationary characteristics at different time and different regions. In consideration of that some generated PIs may have abnormal values beyond the possible generation range of the wind farms, the resultant predictive densities shown in Figs. 2–5 have been censored to concentrate probability of abnormal conditions mass on the bounds.

The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is highly satisfactory for short-term probabilistic wind power forecasting in comparisons with other five benchmarks including both time series and statistical models. Though wind power series is taken as the input alone to produce hourly ahead PIs in the case study, the proposed HIA approach in this paper...
gives a generalized forecasting framework having the advantages of flexible extendibility in terms of inputs, outputs and look-ahead time window, because of the high mapping ability of ELM. It is well known that wind power generation fluctuates due to the volatility of the wind speed, wind direction, etc. For wind power prediction with longer than a few hours look-ahead time, it is necessary to involve numerical weather prediction data as the forecasting model inputs. Certainly, this can be easily included to the proposed model.

In most existing interval forecasting methods, it is necessary to conduct quantile analysis of point forecast errors involving statistical inferences, with or without prior assumption of the forecast error distribution. For instance, in the case study the ESM and persistence rely on the normal assumption of wind power forecasting errors. Comparing with quantile regression without the need of distribution assumption, the proposed approach shows flexible and higher regression ability due to the universal mapping capability of ELM. The HIA approach focuses on Pls quality and offers a novel framework that does not require any information of point forecast results or the associated errors at all. Moreover, since the proposed method provides a performance oriented optimization model, the quality of Pls can be ensured through the optimization directly. Due to the optimization and flexibility, it has high potential practical applications to power systems operation, including reserve determination, wind power trading, wind farm control, unit commitment and so on.

VI. CONCLUSION

Wind power forecasting is critical to modern power system operation with increased wind penetration. However, wind power forecasting errors are naturally inevitable due to the chaotic nature of weather systems. Traditional probabilistic wind power forecasting approaches are usually based on prior knowledge or assumption of forecasting errors. In this paper, a novel HIA approach combining extreme learning machine and particle swarm optimization is developed and successfully applied for interval forecasting of wind power without the prior knowledge of forecasting errors. A novel objective function accounting for Pls coverage probability and overall skill is constructed to obtain optimal Pls at multiple confidence levels simultaneously through one single performance-oriented optimization process to ensure both reliability and sharpness. The effectiveness of the proposed method for short term forecast has been successfully verified through tests and comparisons with several well-established benchmarks using practical wind farm data. The proposed HIA approach provides a general framework of probabilistic wind power forecasting, with high flexibility. With large scale of wind power integration in modern power systems, the proposed HIA approach indicate high potential in practical applications in power systems operations, e.g., reserve determination by TSO to meet the load and safely and economically operate the systems.
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